A new semiclassical approach that constructs the full semiclassical Green's function propagation of any initial wave function directly from an ensemble of real trajectories, without root searching, is presented. Each trajectory controls a cell of initial conditions in phase space, but the cell area is not constrained by Plan&s constant. The method is shown to be accurate for rather long times in anharmonic oscillators, indicating the semiclassical time-dependent Green's function is clearly worthy of more study. The evolution of wave functions in anharmonic potentials is examined and a spectrum from the semiclassical correlation function is calculated, comparing with exact fast Fourier transform results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Historically, the energy form of the SchrGdinger equation has had much more attention given to it than the timedependent form. The same holds for the semiclassical approximations to both equations. This lopsidedness is now rapidly changing. It has been realized that when the "essential physics" of a problem is of a short time nature, then the most efficient tool for computation as well as intuitive understanding of the results is a method rooted solidly in the time domain. Many light-matter and matter-matter interactions (scattering) fall in this category.
For exact solutions both the time domain and the energy domain contain the same information. However, an essentially exact quantum solution remains out of reach for most important problems. Semiclassical approaches are based on trajectories, which are relatively easy to calculate. For semiclassical methods, the time domain and the energy domain are not equivalent. If we accurately Fourier transform the time-dependent semiclassical Green's function into the energy domain, we do not get the semiclassical energy Green's function. The latter is obtained instead by stationary phase evaluation of the Fourier transform. This fact leaves open the possibility that the time and energy forms of the Green's function may have different accuracies and functionalities.
Because of the presumed difficulty of computing the semiclassical time-dependent Green's function, very little is known about its accuracy. The difficulty stems from the "root search" problem, wherein for the semiclassical propagator GSC(x,x,,;t) from each x0 and x and each time t one must find all classical trajectories connecting x,, to x in time t. The semiclassical time-dependent coordinate space Green's function is (in one-dimensional notation for simplicity) G"(x,x,;t) = (x/e " '"[x0) =(x(x,(t)) ' (1)
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the usual integral of LIp( -H(p(t"),x(t"))} the Lagrangian over the classical path from x0 to X. The sum is over all trajectories that connect x0 to x in time t. The Maslov phase is -iv77-/2. The integer Y increases by one whenever the classical trajectory connecting x0 to x encounters a focal point or caustic, where d 'S(x,x, ) /dx dx, diverges.
Over the years, many workers have tried to find methods giving accurate quantum wave packet propagation using classical trajectories, without root searches. '-" One such method is semiclassical Gaussian wave packets. In this approach, classical trajectories "guide" each Gaussian and give its phase and spreading; the evolving wave functions is a sum of the Gaussians. However, for the equations to be accurate we need to assume that the classical dynamics is linearizable near the classical initial center position and momentum of each Gaussian, over a domain which is of the size h = 2&i. For short times this is true, but as time increases the nonlinear dependence of final positions and momenta on the initial positions and momenta creeps into the h zone. This means than an initial Gaussian wave packet will evolve into a non-Gaussian shape. This can be partly fixed by expanding a single Gaussian into others, but each one suffers the nonlinear invasion and the result is an inaccurate propagation at longer times. Littlejohn" has given an excellent review of Gaussian wave packet methodology.
The full semiclassical Green's function does not have this restriction; it uses the complete nonlinear classical dynamics. But the difficulty of the root search problem has suppressed its use. time accuracy of Gaussian wave packets, propagating them using only linearized dynamics for short times, and reexpanding them in terms of other Gaussians, before the errors due to wave packet spreading can cause much damage. The repeated reexpansion leads to a kind of wave packet path integral. In this semiclassical "hybrid" method, the idea is to keep the reexpansion basis for each propagated Gaussian as small as possible. This leads to sparse matrices and relatively fast propagation. The only input into the hybrid method is classical mechanics, and it is able to accurately describe twodimensional, nonseparable double well tunneling taking place over hundreds of vibrational periods and thousands of time steps. lCf) However, the reexpansion problem involves enough overhead that it may be slower than the FFT and is certainly more complicated.
apply the method to the propagation of a wave function in an anharmonic oscillator. We conclude in Sec. IV with an evaluation of the prospects of the method and future applications.
II. THEORY Some hint that a method such as described above does indeed exist is given by the following way of writing the semiclassical Green? function:
Another method is to treat the Gaussians as a basis set."c'9' Such methods quickly become purely numerical and in that arena the FFT13-16 approaches and the DVRdistributed Gaussian basis of Light and co-workers'7 have been very successful. However, the FFT methods are sluggish in three dimensions, intractable in four, and are obstinate with short wavelengths and/or large coordinate space domains-a sorry state of affairs.
(2) We have written the action 5' as a function of x0, po; x, (x,,p,) is the position of the trajectory that leads from the initial conditions x = x0, p = po. The equivalence of Eq. ( 1) and (2) is verified by performing the integral over po. For certain values ofp, the condition x = x, is satisfied; this is a trajectory connecting x,, to x in time t. The Dirac delta function gives a contribution Another semiclassical approach that is seeing use is the "classical Wigner" method. 'X-20 It constructs the Wigner phase space density corresponding to the initial wavefunction, and then propagates it classically by sampling it with trajectories. The moving set of classical trajectories representsp (t) . There are no root searches, and the full nonlinearity of the classical dynamics is incorporated. It is a good approach for moderate times, but phases are lost (a serious problem for most applications) and other problems exist if the density starts to spread in coordinate space.18
One of the tantalizing findings of the classical Wigner approach however is the accuracy of the overlap Tr [pgCl (t) 1, as compared to Tr [peqU (t) 1. The density psU is the Wigner transform of the exact time evolving quantum wave function, whereasp,, is the propagation ofpo using classical mechanics. The trace is over the classical phase space. Well into the nonlinear regime the classical and quantum traces agree. If only the phases could be put back! The interpretation of Eq. (2) is interesting. We launch trajectories at x0, with all possible momenta ( Fig. 1) . Each point along the line x =x0 is a separate trajectory that carries a weight ~~x,/~p,~~~ dp, and a phase S(x,,p,)/fi -~7r/2. Figure 1 shows two rootsx, = x leading from two different initial momenta. The direct implementation of this form of the Green's function is still forboding, since roots still need to be found for each x and x0.
Applying Eq. (2) to an initial wave function $(x,0), we have
One would like some way of launching a set of trajectories with each one carrying phase and amplitude information. Somehow this swarm should determine the evolution of wave functions. The set should be known ahead of time (no root searches). This paper shows that such a method exists. In the next section we develop the theory. In Sec. III, we
We now introduce some crucial ideas that will permit the calculation of the semiclassical Green's function without root searches. We start with the observation that a sum of Gaussians may be made nearly constant, e.g., By choosing the centers and widths of the Gaussians, it is possible to achieve a nearly constant sum. The factor 7 normalizes it. The parameterBis taken large enough to allow an expansion near the region around y = na of other functions depending on y (see below). The spacing and width of Gaussians will be determined by physical considerations.
We use this device twice in Eq. (3), obtaining
x ap,
The double sum is now a sum over cells in phase space; within each we shall linearize the classical dynamics and thus analytically determine the cell's contribution to the propagation of the initial wave function. Again, the Maslov phase is -h-/2. The integer Y increases by one whenever the classical trajectory connecting x0 to x encounters a focal point or caustic, where d 'S(x,x,)/dx dxo diverges. This happens individually for each cell; the phase is retarded for the cell by n-/2 whenever (dx,/dp,) Ix,, changes sign. If the exponential factors a and p are large enough, the (n,m) term will not have much contribution except near pozp,,, and xazx,. This allows us to expand the action S(x,,p,) about PO =P,n? x0 =x,9 which we do to second order. Also we expand x, about x,,,~ = x, (x, ,P,~ >, to first order, consistent with the second-order expansion of 5'. The net result of these expansions will be to put G" '(x,x,;t) into the form of a sum of Gaussians, quadratic x,x0. If $(x0,0) is also expanded about x,, , we have only Gaussian integrals to be performed. An alternative ("option E3" ), which we adopt in this paper, is to assume that $(x0,0) has been decomposed as Ik(x0, O) = 2% exp -a, (x0 -x, )? " L + ip, (x0 _ x, > _-fi 1 and again only Gaussian integrals need be performed. In either case the same algebra and bookkeeping needs to be done, expanding and collecting terms and doing Gaussian integrals.
Consider Fig. 2 . If h is the area shown, corresponding to an initial Gaussian, and the effect of the classical propagation of this area is to distort it as shown, then ordinary Gaussian wavepacket dynamics would fail. The nonlinearity of the dynamics over the shaded region of area h cannot be handled by a single linearization about the center of the region. Smaller domains or cells can be accurately linearized; the information from these can be used to construct the semiclassical Green's function or its action on a state.
We may always linearize the classical motion in an infinitesimal region surrounding a given trajectory. We introduce the stability equations that govern this motion. We need equations of motion for Sp,, 6x,, and more generally M. Since 
.
M(t) is found by running the auxiliary equations (8) simultaneously with the reference trajectory, thus in effect determining all trajectories in the immediate vicinity of the reference. Equations (7) and (8) are those for a harmonic oscillator with time varying frequency, given by ma* = V'(t). It is simple to show that d(det M)/dt = 0, and since det M (0) = 1, the determinant of the stability matrix is unity at all times. This is Liouville's theorem.
The second-order expansion of the action reads
(po--PnJZ +-kg&J c%--n,)(p,-pp,) +**..
GYx,xo,t) = cl&l "2g,, kxo) n.m and the wave functions is given as (1Oe) (lob) (1Oc) Notethatp,,,~p,(x,,p,) .
We similarly expand the position x, (x,,po) for the (n,m) term as xt (%,Po) = x, (X,,P, 1 + (
We can perform the integral over po, which imposes x = x,. With the linearization, Eq. ( 1 1 ), we can solve analytically for the root value p,, for each (n,m) term, namely, po=pm + (l/m2,)(x-xx,)
-(m2Jm2,)(xo-x,).
Incorporating these results into the expansion for S, the total exponent of the (n,m) term in Eq. (4) becomes +-[f%x,,p,) f ( m22 pnmr -pm 1 (x0 -x, > + (m21Pnmt)@o--Pm) +tm,2m22(xo--zc,)2 +tm21m~l(po-pp,) 2 +m,2m2,(X,--X,)(~o-pPm)l -GGl -x, I2 -B(po -pm 1"
with the relation Eq. ( 12) implicit. The term involvingp, is appropriate for option B. This is a pure quadratic form in x and x0, the arguments of the Green's function. Thus the full semiclassical Green's function is given as a sum of Gaussians quadratic in x and x0:
whereg,, (x,x,,) are Gaussians. If option B is used, the wave function is given by pyx,t> = -& II I -IL-""g,, (X,X,)dX".
(16) ".I?2 m21
The Gaussian integral over x0 is analytic and the result is a wave function that is a sum of Gaussians in x. Some comments are needed to put these ideas in perspective. As Q and /3 are made larger and more terms in the sum over m and n are taken, the method converges rigorously on the construction of the exact semiclassical time-dependent Green's function. For any finite time there is always a linearizable regime around each trajectory so that it is unnecessary to calculate a more dense set of trajectories than the linearizable domains dictate. In a sense, we have beaten the Uncertainty Principle, since we are not tying the linearizable domains to Plan&s constant. The Gaussians appearing in Eqs. ( 14)- ( 16) are not the same as the Gaussian wave packets in our previous work and are not individual solutions (approximate or otherwise) of the time-dependent Schrbdinger equation. A grid of initial conditions for the classical trajectories determines all the parameters; there are no trajectories to search for. It may be argued that by running the initial grid of trajectories we have determined all the relevant dynamics anyway. This is true, but if the entire wave functions is needed it is difficult to see how we could propagate it with less than this knowledge. Further, by judicious use of the linearizable domains we have made global use of pointwise trajectory information.
There are other strategies for construction of the propagator. Instead of carrying along the stability equations one can get the same information by keeping track of neighboring trajectories. Polynomial fits to the action in regions of phase space would be possible, eliminating the introduction of the Gaussians. There is reason to hope that a Monte Carlo evaluation of correlation functions and other quantities in many dimensions may be possible. It is too early to tell if these strategies will be superior to the one detailed here. :
III. NUMERICAL TESTS
A Gaussian wavepacket placed in a reasonably anharmanic region of a Morse potential suffers rather large nonGaussian distortions rather quickly." The classical manifolds correspondingly evolve nonlinearly, and of course the Morse potential is a reasonable model for many types of chemical bonds.
The Hamiltonian is of the form H-pp?/2+D[1-exp( -i1x)J2 (17) and the initial wave function is taken to be a single Gaussian of the form
Because we use a single initial Gaussian, the expansion over positions is not needed. We use 20 to 100 momenta ranging typically from -15 to 15. For Fig. 3 , we used 60 Gaussians equally spaced in momentum from -20 to 20. The Morse potential used had D = 160, A= 0.036. The Gaussian had a = 6, x,, = 2. This makes a narrow Gaussian on the "soft" side of the potential. The time step for both the FFT and trajectories for the semiclassical Green's function propagation was r = 0.02. The wave function is plotted from x = -12 to x = 24.6 in 128 increments of size 0.2857. This was the FFT spatial step size as well. There is a large range of energies in the initial wave function so that the period is not well defined, but it is around t = 10. In Fig. 3 the wavefunction is shown for approximately six periods. The left columns show the real part of the wave function, and the right columns show I$( x,t ) 1 2. Except for small errors that sometimes accrue at turning points where m2, = 0, the semiclassical wave function is remarkably accurate. Occasionally a very singular point will be reached by one of the trajectories and the term for that one trajectory must be discarded for that time step. The method is fast: the semiclassical calculation ran faster than the Feit-Fleck split operator FFT."
The normalization was checked during the dynamics for all of the cases shown here and for many other runs. For the most part it will fluctuate within lo%-15% of unity, deviating more only when one of the cells goes singular. It is not known whether these fluctuations are inherent or a result of the approximate evaluation of the semiclassical Green's function via the cellular method.
It is instructive to see the trajectories that are the input for the propagation. In Fig. 4 , we show all the trajectories used to construct the semiclassical wave function above the wave function in each plot. A narrow Gaussian starting at x = 3, with a = 5 in the Morse potential with D = 5, h = 0.2 is shown at time t = 0.2 and again every 1.4 time units. Even though most of the trajectories dissociate, only a small fraction of the semiclassical wa.ve function does, in agreement with the exact results. The very small side peaks on the wave function for the first plot are a result of the cut off in the top momentum used, note that the lowest and highest momentum trajectories lie above these artifacts. The anomaly in the second frame is due to a caustic in the semiclassical Green's function. Note that the accumulations of trajectories in coordinate space (vertical shadow of the phase space plots) coincide with the largest parts of ] $1'.
It is possible to space the Gaussians a number of different ways and still keep the sum over them constant; this is very useful in emphasizing important ranges of initial conditions and summarizing others, keeping the total number of trajectories small.
Next we construct a spectrum out of the autocorrelation~ function:
Comparison of semiclassical cellular method results for G(x,t) and I$(x,t) I* with FFT. The parameters are given in the text.
We do this for the semiclassical wave function and the FFT wave function. In the case of the FFT we found it necessary to take 5 12 points in order to converge the correlation function for the narrow initial Gaussian (a = 5). The parameters were x0 = 2, with a = 6 in the Morse potential with D = 30, R = 0.08. The time step was 0.01, and the total number of steps was 12 000. The correlation function was damped in both cases by a Gaussian with a form exp [ -(t /40) 2]. The correlation functions agreed very well. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . Careful inspection of this figure reveals excellent agreement on the intensities and the positions of the spectral peaks, including the correct anharmonic shift in the line spacings at the higher energies.
Finally, we illustrate the cellular method with the old nemesis of Gaussian wave packet method: A barrier that function split into two pieces (see Fig. 6 ).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Because each trajectory is totally independent of the others in the cellular method, it is ideal for small machines and parallel processing. Like classical trajectories but unlike the FFT and basis set methods, the cellular approach needs only a small piece of the problem at any one time. This "divide and conquer" property will be crucial to systems with three or more degrees of freedom.
On the other hand, the number of these pieces grows exponentially with the number of dimensions, and there is a practical limit of the number that can be accounted for. In classical mechanics, the measurables of interest often converge surprisingly fast with the number of independent runs of the trajectories. However, it is doubtful that things are so nice when interference effects are important, since the result may depend on the delicate balance of many paths. On the other hand, if interference effects are not important, it is senseless to carry along a semiclassical phase in the first place. These arguments place the present method in a niche of uncertain size between "too difficult" and-"not needed." Only time and experience will tell how big this niche is.
A number of strategies remain to be tested for generating the classical trajectory information needed for the method. Monte Carlo sampling of initial conditions seems a good prospect for correlation functions, since the cellular pieces carry similar magnitude and phase information.
Since we are essentially constructing the full semiclassical time-dependent Green's function, and since it performs so well, it is worthwhile to consider what information it might contain in principle. It depends entirely on real classical trajectories, so can tunneling phenomena be properly treated? When the trajectories used to construct the semiclassical Green's function go places that are quantum me-chanically forbidden, (quantum localization), does the semiclassical Green's function "know" this? Some time ago Freed2* and MillerZ3 pointed out that barrier tunneling is contained in the time-dependent semiclassical Green's function in the form of trajectories that have energy greater than the barrier height; the exact Fourier transform of the Green's function into the energy domain would in principle give a tunneling contribution. The stationary phase evaluation of the Fourier transform yields no contribution for real times, but the contribution of these trajectories can be estimated by evaluating saddle points for complex times. If the Fourier transform is done explicitly, the tunneling contribution should be given more accurately. This has apparently never been tried, probably because of the prior difficulty in computing the Green's function.
The opposite phenomenon, namely quantum suppression of classically allowed events, has been less well investigated. We can see that this too is contained in the semiclassical time Green's function. A problem with semiclassical methods that do not properly deal with this issue is "illegal" break up of a system. For example, the Helium atom for a significant fraction of classical initial conditions promptly autoionizes, even at the energy of the ground state, leaving the He + core at an unphysically low energy, well below its zero point energy. A similar problem occurs with vibrational energy in polyatomic molecules. The semiclassical Green's function hopefully can filter out these paths by destructive interference; that this may be true is already suggested by the Morse oscillator dynamics seen in Fig. 4 , where most of the trajectories dissociate even as most of the wave function stays bound and normalized.
We have not yet explored the long time domain with the cellular method, although a slow degradation of the results with time was noticed. At long times, the phase space plots of the trajectories clearly shows that more cells are needed, and the number of cells required to accurately compute the propagator may become large. Moreover, we have known since the work of Berry et ~1.~~ that the semiclassical propagation must break down when the phase space manifolds get convoluted enough, as is inevitable at long times.
In these circumstances, several strategies suggest themselves. One possibility is to stop the propagation, evaluate the wavefunction, and start over with the current wavefunction deiined as the initial state. This must converge on exact quantum dynamics if the time intervals between restarts are made short. However, there is a significant amount of algebra required and the efficiency of this approach or how best to execute it has not been tested.
The time-dependent Green's function and its cellular dynamics implementation appear to have a promising future for practical applications to quantum dynamics. Many theoretical and numerical questions remain to be explored, but in the author's opinion it has already shown itselfto be superior in many ways to Gaussian wave packet .dynamics.
